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• Conversations on phone 

with donors

• Up to an hour in length

• Started 9th March –

ongoing

• Randomised age spread

• Mix of men and women

Methodology



I’m invincible.

This won’t affect me.

I’ve got the kids and 

parents to look after.

I’ve seen this before.

It’s just another thing.

At first
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I’m a bit bored with all 

this now.

This is a stressful time. 

I’m exhausted.

I’m doing what’s right.

Now
Images: Vanity Studios, <P&P> photo, TY



Are some donors cutting back?

• Some supporters are genuinely frightened. They are cutting 
back and cancelling because they have to.

• Payment holidays are appreciated but they need to include 12 
months+ options.

• DDs are being cancelled BUT peer to peer gifts are being 
made.

• Growing sense that least relevant and least in need will go first.

• Considered DD cancellations still to come as impact of the 
recession becomes understood!

• But most donors are still giving – very generously



Who is doing what?

Cutbacks to least valued / non 
C-19 charities. Higher DD 

cancellation rates. Possible 
increase of peer to peer 

giving.

Unlikely to give directly. 
Possible peer to peer giving.

Prioritisation of giving to C-19, 
emergency or most valued 

charities. Temporary cutbacks 
possible to DD. Possible 

increase of peer to peer giving.

Social norming of giving is 
likely to have positive 
influence on giving –

particularly peer to peer, 
C-19 causes.

Giving more to more 
charities – particularly C-19 

causes and peer to peer 
asks.

Civic Core

Middle 
ground

Zero givers
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Likely to give more

Less likely to give / 

may give less



How we are helping is still changing



29th – early April
Up until 

the13th 14 – 23 24 - 28

Why are you 
asking about 
Coronavirus?

Coronavirus  is 
an issue but 
I’ve not 
thought about 
charity!

Charities are 
part of the 
solution to the 
Coronavirus. 
Can I volunteer?

I’ve not been 
asked but I’m 
stuck at home.  I 
want to do my 
part by giving

Thoughts 
about helping

Front of mind
This is 
happening in 
China!

Realisation
that this could 
be serious.

I need to take 
control – GET 
MORE TOILET 
ROLL!

I’m safe at home 
though I can see 
others sacrificing. 
But I don’t want to 
catch the virus



Early April 

to 10th

It’s the work that is 
important, not 
individual charities

This is going to have 
an economic impact 
beyond the disease.

“If that charity goes under, 
the staff can go and work 

for the other charity up the 
road.”

22nd – today11 – 21

Thoughts 
about helping

Front of mind



Early April 

to 10th
22nd – today

It’s the work that is 
important, not 
individual charities

The way I organize my giving 
might need to change.
‘I’m starting to think about 
switching charities.’

This is going to have 
an economic impact 
beyond the disease.

Things are very different 
and our personal rules and 
systems for work and life 
need to reflect this. I now 
feel more sense of control.

11 – 21

Philanthropy has moved 
to the foreground. ‘I am 
giving more - and so are 
my friends.’

I’m thinking much 
more about what is 
good and bad. I want 
to be seen as good. 
Information overload.

Thoughts 
about helping

Front of mind



Environment

RelevanceOverload

Everything feels more extreme
• More need!
• Financial stability?

More information and 
emotions to manage
• Driving the need to achieve 

resolution.

This is our emergency

My approach 
to helping

Three key forces



Most charities were very slow

• Appeals were pulled

• Asks were not made

• Most appeals people have seen are digital – younger target 
audience

• Few charities asked their most valuable donors

• Some evidence people are giving to new charities because they 
have offered the chance to ‘do something’

• More appeals have been seen over the last few weeks
• But these are not necessarily from charities



“It is because it’s someone at an 

extreme age with wisdom. 

The compassion we have for older 

people kicks in – It’s admiration.

How can someone that old do 

something like that? Maybe it kicks in 

guilt for some people?”



The return of the citizen fundraiser

• The need to do something to engage with the fight of the virus 
was very powerful.

• Charities left a vacuum, which donors filled themselves.

• Fundraising or sponsoring friends or even philanthropic 
celebrities allows people to join a community.

• It is not political, easy and doesn’t require much thought.

• No one knows where the money will go and few people care.

• NHS is a an attractive but very broad target. Any relevant 
charity could take this position.





Beneficiaries – not the brand

Large

Small

Being small is not a reason 

for support in itself.

Work matters. Not the 

organization.

Greater sense of agency and 

reach.

Closure not seen an important  

issue unless service will be 

lost to a specific and relevant 

group – care home.

Make it clear you need help to 

fund work – not just to fund the 

organization.



“If it’s a hospice and it could close or something that is just awful so, I get that. But there are so 
many charities who do the same thing. They should be coming together now. This is the time, so I 
don’t think people will react well and give just because you are facing closure.”

“They sent an emergency appeal. I don’t want them to fail, but I’m well aware if I throw them 40 
quid that’s not going to save them. I know every penny ads up but is my help going to be any help 

if they are going to go under anyway?” 



New rules for support

• For many this is the first time they have been motivated to think 
about this area of their behaviour and/or values for a long time

• This depends on underlying motives 
• I don’t need to stick to my ‘normal’ charities as they are not relevant

• My favourites are now the ‘underdogs’ so I can give them more
• Arts, culture will soon see a bounce (celebrity driven)

• I need to focus on who is making the most effective change

• I need to support popular causes

• What are other people doing?

• Giving (and asking) is good



Giving to development

Image: UNDP



Coronavirus is reinforcing attitudes

What matters is helping 

people without our level of 
wealth.

International

It’s what is needed here that 

matters most.

Home
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Coronavirus is reinforcing attitudes

What matters is helping 

people without our level of 
wealth.

International

It’s what is needed here that 

matters most.

Home

“I think there are 

enough resources 

in this country.”

“I’m seeing the same 

ads for sending money 

abroad for 20 years and 

it doesn’t seem to have 

changed anything.”





Considered uncertainty

• Things are changing so quickly that you don’t know what is 
happening.

• We know that things will become worse, but we do not know when 
or to what extent.

• It is good to say, ‘We don’t know, but this is what we are doing…’

• Focus on empathy, relevance and your work that donors value 
most at this time.

• Innovation in service delivery is valued – it demonstrates money 
is being used well.



We want you involved beyond this appeal

We are sharing what we know

This is what you can do

Keep to the rules

You can be part of the solution













Why you should ask

• Unless you ask, people won’t think you need help.

• Many who are secure financially will give to trusted, favoured
charities “Why would I stop?”

• BUT NOW there is a growing sense that budgets are being 
reallocated to releveant causes:

• Medical charities – take pressure off health service

• Elderly people

• Children who are vulnerable or from poor / dysfunctional homes

• Developing treatments

• International charities – important to those that care

• Media will drive what is relevant moving forward.



How to be relevant

• Show how beneficiaries (or the 
cause) are impacted

• Talk about staff and what they 
are doing

• Build trust - demonstrate 
authenticity and human 
emotions

• This is as much about WE as it 
is YOU – build a community!

• Make how the charity is 
suffering the central point of the 
appeal

• Be disingenuous – or 
exaggerate your importance

DO DON’T



Future planning

Domestic healthcare crisis International humanitarian crisis

Global recession





Know

Know, Think, Feel, Do

How I can mitigate 

the impact 

Coronavirus has had 

on something that I 

care about or value.

Think

By giving to <charity> 

I can be part of the 

solution to 

Coronavirus. 

Feel

Powerful and valued. 

I’m managing

uncertainty

Do

Give as a means to 

protect ourselves and 

sustain others.



@markyphillips

queerideas.co.uk

things@bluefroglondon.com

• Keep fundraising

• Keep relevant

• Keep giving people the 

chance to do good

• Keep answering your 

donor’s needs

• Keep safe 


